
Coyte is an artist who can paint on a large scale, 
for example, the oil paintings Milk and honey (2011) 
and Count your blossoms (2014) - one canvas is two 
metres, while the other two and a half metres - 
without becoming bombastic. He turns to scale when 
he concept of the work requires this, rather than to 
exaggerate what could be said in a much smaller 
painting. In these two canvases there is an intense 
colour saturation which radiates a certain shimmer, like 
a heat haze, without disintegrating into stunts of Op 
Art. While a parallel may be drawn with the Papunya 
dot painting, Coyte refuses to follow that path and 
paves his own way with surfaces punctuated with 
bold gestural marks. In Count your blossoms, despite 
the heavy-hand pun in the title, he builds on the mark 
making of his wattle paintings of a few years earlier 
to create a polychromatic wonderland, one which will 
adjust to your gaze at different distances. Milk and 

honey brings together a cow’s udder, honeycomb and 
bees within a tightly controlled surface structure, where 
the abstracted colour masses are brought together like 
a tightened spring and are ready to burst open. They 
are clever and sophisticated paintings, which are a joy 
to the eye, yet also engage the mind on a number of 
different levels.

Some of his paintings adopt a much more cerebral 
dimension, such as the intriguing Six of one, half dozen 

of the other oils, beautifully painted with a subdued 
palette. This series of paintings engages with the 
hexagonal structure of honeycomb wax cells and 
examines the curious geometric fact that the axes 
of the cells are quasi-horizontal with the non-angles 
cells horizontally, rather than vertically aligned. The 
hexagons of the honeycomb was beautifully analysed 
in Islamic geometric structures, except here Coyte 
has added an additional level of meaning with the 
blossoms, from which the bees collect the pollen, now 
filling the hexagons and, on closer viewing, this gives 
the surfaces a kinetic quality. 

Humour, exceptional technical skill, a conceptual 
toughness and a profoundly lyrical celebration of 
outback rural Australia are some of the qualities which 
distinguish the work of Martin Coyte.

Emeritus Professor Sasha Grishin AM, FAHA,
Australian National University

Martin Coyte’s lyrical gift is anchored in a reality which 
lies at the heart of rural Australia. Whereas many 
artists, living in the country, set out to describe literally 
the beauty which surrounds them and develop a lexicon 
studded with bucolic clichés, Coyte has sought out 
a different strategy. The exhibition Milk and Honey 
consists of paintings and sculptures executed between 
2011 and 2015 and takes the Biblical expression “a 
land flowing with milk and honey” (Exodus 33:3) as a 
metaphor for rural Arcadia which can be interpreted on 
a number of levels.  

Milk comes from cows and honey from bees, so on 
one level the exhibition describes the lives of cows 
and bees, their habitat and their real and imagined 
existence. Coyte is an artist who strongly believes that 
you can make serious and challenging art, but that 
you should always carry a bit of humour in your back 
pocket. Whether it be the sculptural installation made 
out of stone and bronze wire and presented on a tall 
wooden plinth resting on a stone base, Bees knees 
(2014), the oil painting Milk and honey comb (2011) or 
the watercolour drawing Medusa milk (2011), these 
are accomplished art works, but also seriously funny 
pieces. The Duchampian tongue-in-cheek humour is 
never distant from the surface of his work, and it is 
pronounced with a distinctly Australian accent.  

Coyte was born in 1953, in the bush, with a father who 
worked as a wool classer and a mother who came 
from a sheep farm.  His earliest schooling was in a 
tiny convent school in Borenore, not far from Mount 
Canobolas and a ten minute drive from Orange, and 
this was supplemented by senior school in Orange 
itself. The 1970s were spent largely in art schools in 
Sydney, while by the early eighties he was travelling 

Count your blossoms (diptych)  2014  oil on canvas  165 x 248cm

Milk and honey  - ring the bell  2011  oil on canvas  150 x 176cm

Milk and honeycomb 2011  oil on canvas  143 x 186cm

Sting  2014  oil on canvas  110 x 133cm

Milk and honey  2011  oil on canvas  170 x 200cm
Bees knees  2014  wood, stone, bronze, wire  153 x 14 x 14cm

“Formerly we used to represent things visible on earth, things we either liked to look at 
or would have liked to see. Today we reveal the reality that is behind visible things, thus 
expressing the belief that the visible world is merely an isolated case in relation to the universe 
and that there are many more other, latent realities. Things appear to assume a broader and 
more diversified meaning, often seemingly contradicting the rational experience of yesterday. 
There is a striving to emphasize the essential character of the accidental.” Paul Klee, Creative 
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and exhibiting his art in Europe. By the mid-eighties he 
was back in the Orange-Bathurst region with a growing 
family and teaching art. Coyte is certainly not a self-
taught bush artist, one who looks at his environment 
with an innocent eye, but a very well informed and highly 
articulate artist, one who is passionate about Godfrey 
Miller and Paul Klee, and who has travelled extensively to 
see much art in the flesh and who has exhibited widely. 
He is a local artist through passion and choice, rather 
than through necessity.
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The Queen’s party  2015  ink and watercolour on handmade paper   84 x 120cm

Honeymoon  2012  oil on canvas  146 x 145cm
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